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Fiscal tightening and the Eurozone
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„ … we’re living in a Dark Age of 
macroeconomics. Remember, what 
defined the Dark Ages wasn‘t the fact 
that they were primitive — the Bronze 
Age was primitive, too. What made the 
Dark Ages dark was the fact that so 
much knowledge had been lost, that so 
much known to the Greeks and Romans 
had been forgotten by the barbarian 
kingdoms that followed. And that’s what 
seems to have happened to macroeco-
nomics in much of the economics 
profession.“
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/01/27/a-dark-age-of-macroeconomics-wonkish/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0
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http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~dbackus/Taxes/Lucas%20priorities%20AER%2003.pdf

American Economic 
Association 2003 
Presidential Address
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http://www.federalreserve.gov/BOARDDOCS/SPEECHES/2004/20040220/default.htm
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http://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/speeches/2005/20051012/default.htm

[…] The new instruments of risk dispersal have enabled
the largest and most sophisticated banks, in their credit-
granting role, to divest themselves of much credit risk by
passing it to institutions with far less leverage. Insurance
companies, especially those in reinsurance, pension
funds, and hedge funds continue to be willing, at a price,
to supply credit protection.

[…] These increasingly complex financial instruments
have contributed to the development of a far more
flexible, efficient, and hence resilient financial system
than the one that existed just a quarter-century ago.

Alan 
Greenspan,
2005
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“I think there is an element of truth in the view that the 
superstition that the budget must be balanced at all times 
[is necessary]. Once it is debunked [that] takes away one of 
the bulwarks that every society must have against 
expenditure out of control. There must be discipline in the 
allocation of resources or you will have anarchistic chaos 
and inefficiency. And one of the functions of old fashioned 
religion was to scare people by sometimes what might be 
regarded as myths into behaving in a way that the long-run 
civilized life requires.“

- Paul Samuelson, in a movie by Mark Blaug (1995) 
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MMT and history of economic thought
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Some core MMT insights

• Banks create bank deposits through an 
accounting operation

• Central banks create reserves (deposits) 
through an accounting operation

• Government cannot go bankrupt as long as it 
spends its own currency run by the central 
bank

• Unemployment and lack of demand can be
cured through an increase in gov. spending
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Money creation in the modern economy (2014) 

by Michael McLeay, Amar Radia and Ryland Thomas of the Bank of England’s
Monetary Analysis Directorate.
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Heutige Lehrbücher liegen falsch:

Sparen führt nicht Investitionen,

und die Zentralbank kontrolliert

die Geldmenge nicht. Zentralbank-

geld wird durch Kreditvergabe 

multipliziert.
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https://www.bundesbank.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/Veroeffentlichungen/Monatsberichtsaufsae
tze/2017/2017_04_geldschoepfungsprozess.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
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A financial theory of production

• Perhaps it is best to go all the way back to 
Wicksell (1898) Geldzins und Güterpreise
[Interest and Prices]. On page 170 ff., he 
develops a model.
• The model includes a bank, entrepreneurs and 

consumers.
• It shows a circuit of money and could be 

described as ‚a credit theory 
of production‘.
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A monetary theory of production (1)

Bank

Loans to
entrepreneurs 100

deposits 100

Entrepreneurs

Loans from
bank 100

deposits 100

Consumers

Based loosely on Wicksell (1898), Geldzins und Güterpreise, page 170 ff.

Step 1:

Entrepreneurs demand
loans from banks given
the interest rate. Banks 
create deposits which
are used as money.Creation of I.O.U.s Creation of I.O.U.s
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A monetary theory of production (2)

Bank

Loans to
entrepreneurs 100

deposits 100

Entrepreneurs

Loans from
bank 100

deposits 100

Consumers

Step 1:

Entrepreneurs demand 
loans from banks given 
the interest rate. Banks 
create deposits which are 
used as money.

Step 2:

Entrepreneurs pay 
households to buy their 
labour and produce.

[production] 100

Based loosely on Wicksell (1898), Geldzins und Güterpreise, page 170 ff.

exchange money vs labor
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A monetary theory of production (3)

Bank

Loans to
entrepreneurs 100

deposits 100

Entrepreneurs

Loans from
bank 100

deposits 100

Consumers

Step 1:

Entrepreneurs demand 
loans from banks given 
the interest rate. Banks 
create deposits which are 
used as money.

Step 2:

Entrepreneurs pay 
households to buy their 
labour and produce.

Step 3:

Households buy goods.

[production] 100

Based loosely on Wicksell (1898), Geldzins und Güterpreise, page 170 ff.

exchange money vs goods
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A monetary theory of production (4)

Bank

Loans to
entrepreneurs 100

deposits 100

Entrepreneurs

[production] 100

Consumers

Step 1:

Entrepreneurs demand 
loans from banks given 
the interest rate. Banks 
create deposits which are 
used as money.

Step 2:

Entrepreneurs pay 
households to buy their 
labour and produce.

Step 3:

Households buy goods.

Step 4:

Entrepreneurs repay 
bank loans.

deposits 100 Loans from
bank 100

Destruction 
of I.O.U.s

Destruction 
of I.O.U.s

Based loosely on Wicksell (1898), Geldzins und Güterpreise, page 170 ff.
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A monetary theory of production (5)

Bank

Entrepreneurs

[production] 100

Consumers

Summary:

We have here a credit theory of production. 
Credit is created by the banks driven by
demand, deposits are circulated in the
economy by the private sector (entrepreneurs
and households) and finally deposits are
destroyed when bank loans are repaid.

The goal of the credit circuit is to enable
production and consumption, i.e. to make
entrepreneurs produce goods and services, 
and then let consumers buy them.

Based loosely on Wicksell (1898), Geldzins und Güterpreise, page 170 ff.
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If banks can create bank deposits 
without needing reserves, then ...
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NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- The European Central Bank announced 
Wednesday that banks borrowed €529.5 billion, or $712.4 billion, 
under a highly-anticipated lending program aimed at preventing a 
credit crunch in Europe.
In its second long-term refinancing operation (LTRO), the ECB 
offered banks unlimited three-year loans at interest rates as low as 
1%. The ECB allotted nearly €500 billion in the first round of the 
operation in December.
The borrowing was a bit more than expected, as banks were 
expected to have taken up roughly €500 billion, although estimates 
ranged from €300 billion to €1 trillion.
http://money.cnn.com/2012/02/29/markets/ecb_bank_loans/
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http://www.bruegel.org/nc/blog/detail/article/1056-where-has-all-the-base-money-gone/

Monetäre Basis (blau, Mrd. €) und 
Konsumentenpreisinflation (rot, Index)

+€800 Mrd.!
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DSGE models are no help at all.

„… and with a representative agent, so that there is no credit 
extended in equilibrium and hence no possibility of cyclical 
variations in credit.“

Cúrdia and Woodford, Credit Spreads and Monetary Policy, 2009
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B-u-s-i-n-e-s-s c-y-c-l-e



The role of fiscal policy

• As a matter of logic, Government spends first, 
then collects taxes

• ”State Money” is tax credits
– G > T : deficit – more tax credits given to private

sector than taken away
– T > G : surplus – more tax credits taken away from 

than given to private sector
• That’s all, folks!
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bank private sector

bonds reserves
central bank treasury

reserves bonds

Government exchanges bonds for reserves at central bank ...

The case of Canada



reserves deposits deposits +	net worth

... and pays private sector through bank transfer ...

The case of Canada

bank private sector

central bank treasury
bonds reserves reserves bonds

widgets

widgets

- net worth



... with banks preferring to hold interest-bearing bonds and the 
private sector ready to spend the additional deposits created.

The case of Canada

bank private sector

central bank treasury
bonds reserves widgets bonds

reserves deposits deposits +	net worth
widgetsbonds

- net worth



If the private sector prefers t-bonds to deposits it looks like this:

The case of Canada

bank private sector

central bank treasury
bonds reserves widgets bonds

reserves deposits deposits +	net worth
widgetsbonds
bonds

- net worth



bank private sector

loans reserves
central bank treasury

reserves

Banks borrow from central bank to purchase bonds later...

The case of the Eurozone

loans



bank private sector

loans reserves
central bank treasury

reserves

... Treasury sells bonds to banks for reserves at account at CB.

The case of the Eurozone

loans

reserves

bonds

bonds



bank private sector

loans reserves
central bank treasury

reserves

The Treasury pays private sector by bank transfer...

The case of the Eurozone

loans

reserves

bonds

bonds

deposits

- net	wealth

+	net	wealth
deposits



bank private sector

loans reserves
central bank treasury

reserves

Banks prefer to repay debt and hold less reserves or the CB 
intervenes to stop the interbank market rate from falling.

The case of the Eurozone

loans

reserves

bonds

bonds

deposits

- net	wealth

+	net	wealth
deposits



If you want to raise national income...
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monetary 
or credit 

circuit

Government

taxes

gov‘ spending
households 
and firms

savings

investment
(loans)

R.o.t.W.imports

exports

Fiscal PolicyMonetary Policy

Trade Policy
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Sectoral balances: Germany

(Sp – I)

(IM – EX)(T – G)

(Sp – I) + (T – G) + (IM – EX) = 0
Private sector + public sector + external sector = 0



How to overcome austerity policies?

• Persuasion, persuasion, persuasion!

• Eurozone is a special case (see US, UK, China, 
Japan, etc.)

• MMT provides strong foundations for 
economic policy (analysis)

• (I am currently writing a macroeconomics 
textbook based on MMT)
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More MMT stuff

• Wray, L. R. (2015): Modern Money Theory: A Primer on 

Macroeconomics for Sovereign Monetary Systems, 2nd ed.

• https://alittleecon.wordpress.com/academic-mmt/

• http://neweconomicperspectives.org/

• http://bilbo.economicoutlook.net/blog/

• Ehnts, Dirk H. (2016): Geld und Kredit: eine €-päische

Perspektive, Metropolis, 2. Auflage

• Ehnts, Dirk H. (2016): Modern Monetary Theory and

European Macroeconomics

• Samuel-Pufendorf-Gesellschaft für politische Ökonomie e.V.

– http://www.pufendorf-gesellschaft.org/
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